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The two-fold demise of the FNB af Trou, NY

Not
BY TOM MINERLEY

1 N 1881, THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF TROY, NY SAW AN
opportunity to expand its banking opportunities in that city. FNB (#163)
faced stiff competition from seven competing National Banks for deposi-
tor loyalty. So, the institution literally "moved uptown," from First

Street down by the Hudson River to the heart of the city, Fourth Street.
Not a giant move by any means, but this was one relocation which suc-

ceeding bank officials would come to regret that it had ever become reality.
Two years later in 1883, the charter for the First National Bank was due

to expire on February 23. Since no provisions had been enacted in the then
existing National Banking laws for renewing charters, the choice was simple.
On the appointed day the FNB simply ceased to be. It closed its doors, and
reopened on February 24 as Troy's latest savings institution: the National
Bank of Troy (#2873).

Such was the untimely first demise of FNB.
The institution continued as NB of Troy for the next decade. However,

by the 1890s, the city had gone from being on the cutting edge of the country's
industrial and technological revolution to a position of seeing its fortunes wane.

The city's heavy industry, which included the second Bessemer steel con-
verter in the county, had flowered, wilted and begun to die within the lifetime
of many of its 60,000 inhabitants. In one generation Troy had gone from
boom (producing the majority of horse and mule shoes which had propelled
Union armies during the Rebellion of 1861-65 and the manufacture of armor
plate for the federal ironclad USS Monitod to bust. By 1896 the last steel and
iron works ceased operations.

New industry, chiefly dependent on the recently expanded cuff and collar
trade, could only pick up part of the slack in commerce and employment. Jobs
were still plentiful, but changes in private and institutional fortunes would
adversely affect the future of
the NB of Troy.

We leap ahead to
Wednesday, September 9,
1896. From all indications, it
was not portentous, but
merely a comfortable late
summer day. Nothing out of
the ordinary worth mention-
ing.

Then suddenly fate
stepped onto the streets of
Troy in the guise of a former
tea merchant: Mr. Thomas
Ganley, then secretary of the
municipal civil service exam-
iners.

Out on a promenade --
his purpose now long lost to
history -- Mr. Ganley

The building in the foreground once
housed the National Bank of Troy.
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strolled in the vicinity of Fourth and Fulton Streets in the city's downtown.
His stroll took him within a few steps of the National Bank's front door.
Suddenly, Ganley collapsed on the street of a heart attack and died.

Had this unfortunate incident happened elsewhere in the city, it would
have remained a personal tragedy for the late gentleman's family and a loss to
the community, but the location of his demise became pivotal to unfolding for-
tunes of the National Bank of Troy.

Mr. Ganley's calamitous demise proved to be the catalyst for disaster.
Immediately upon his collapse, a crowd of inquisitive, interested, and disbeliev-
ing citizens gathered around those attempting to render him aid. Many in the
crowd had gathered for the noblest of sentiments. However, when the corn-
motion was viewed from a distance, this throng appeared, for all intents and
purposes, to be a growing, milling mob gathered in the vicinity of a bank.

This would not have been the first run on this particular
bank. People would have been remiss not to have
thought back a few years. During the Panic of
1893, the failure of an insurance and
brokerage firm in the city,
Neher &
Carpenter

One of the few:
Thomas Coleman, President;
George H. Morrison, Cashier.

had resulted in the rapid disbursal of the bank's liquid funds. Total
disaster for the bank was forestalled only by the timely influx of $500,000 in

bail-out loans by the city's other financial institutions.
Remembering history -- and eyeballing what appeared to be another run

in progress -- people quite naturally panicked. The crowd bolted. "The bank
is in trouble! Get your money out while you can!"

At first, from their safe, caged-in world within the confines of the
National Bank building, its bankers were likely oblivious to what was going on
practically at their doorstep. But suddenly, there was a swift increase in with-
drawal activity.

Apprehension came soon enough before that terrible day had ended.
As the clay wound down, perception of a problem did not. For nine days,

the bank was buffeted by increasing demands for additional withdrawals.
Nothing its officers or directors could say, no financial statLinents showing sur-
plus and undivided profits, could make the slightest impression to divert the
minds of a city full of people gone mad.

In desperation to raise much needed cash to keep meeting calls, the bank
attempted to liquidate some of its perfectly sound financial paper to its sister
banks, but could find no takers. This time, there would be no local safety net,
no bailout.
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The competing financial institutions were also headed by businessmen
who were jittery about their futures. One bank in particular, the Union
National Bank (#963) had reason to be particularly nervous, since its place of
business was less than half a block from the ill-fated National Bank location.

The situation did not improve over time. Negotiations with a major New
York City bank proved fruitless. President Daniel Klock became completely
frustrated, since he could not come up with any means of gathering additional
funds to support his beleaguered bank. Finally, on September 19, the bank
really did fail to open its portals for the conduct of the day's banking business.

The fears of the uniformed crown had actually borne fruit.
"In my opinion," Klock said on the second untimely demise of his institu-

tion, "the bank is now in better condition than at any time since 1893. The
closing was for no other reason except on account of the withdrawal of deposits
occasioned by the rumors that the bank had failed, which were circulated at the
time a crowd was attracted near the bank by Thomas Ganley dropping dead.
Since that time the depositors have been taking out their money and yesterday
about forty thousand dollars was withdrawn."

No amount of fiscal argument could forestall the seemingly inevitable.
The bank never reopened.

A forced liquidation saw the bank make good on all its obligations -- just
like its officers had argued in vain they could do all along. The National Bank
of Troy faded from memory, the victim of death by mistaken identity.

Since every dime of the bank's cash reserve was paid out during the last
frantic days of its existence, there probably are no great hoards of bank notes
left to be handed down to posterity. All that remains of the bank's second pass-
ing, known to collectors, are three Second Charter Period Brown Back $10s.

That's not much to show for the lofty dreams and ambitions of its
founders, is it?

The One Million Euro notes
are consecutively numbered and employ
overt and covert security features. They
are printed by the intaglio process on
micro-threaded banknote paper. These
notes are available in individual or bulk
quantities with a certificate of authenticity.

Some half and full size banknote sheets
are available including banknote paper
specifications.

This first Euro
Banknote Collectible

may well revolutionize the
Banknote Collectible Industry

In January 2002 the Euro will become
the official currency of the 15 member
European union. The Naples Bank
Note Company has commissioned
artist Chris McCauley to create a non-
negotiable collectible, the One Million
Euro, commemorating this event.
These notes will be issued in a limited
edition of only 150,000.    
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